Editorial
Dear SVU Members and Vascular Ultrasound Professionals, As coeditors of the Society for Vascular Ultrasound (SVU), we are proud to welcome you to the first issue of the Journal for Vascular Ultrasound published by Sage Publications.
With this change, the JVU will expand its reach through broader institutional subscription base, streamlined manuscript submissions process, and expanded availability of back copies to scholars and researchers. And the digital JVU will be feature rich, highly searchable, with a user-friendly interface.
As Joe mentions his message above, a key part of the move to Sage is their commitment to have the Journal included in the MEDLINE (PubMed) Index, the premier index in the medical field. Inclusion will raise the JVU's profile substantially, drawing greater quality and quantity of manuscripts. Bringing the JVU up to the high standards of the MEDLINE index will be a process that could take several issues to achieve. But, it will be worth the wait. This will be a game-changer for JVU! Whether you have never submitted an article to JVU, have considered submitting in the past, or are a frequent current contributor, we greatly encourage each and every one of you to submit your very best research, case study, survey data analysis, or other content-rich materials to JVU for publication. You can view the submissions portal online at http:// mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jvu.
Publication in JVU will not only deepen the pool of knowledge and pad the old resume, it will also raises the bar for future JVU articles, bringing us that much closer to inclusion in the MEDLINE index. With indexing, the profile of the JVU and its contents-and by extension our entire profession-will take off.
Another game-changer will be the SageTrack article submission process-a state of the art, web-based, streamlined, and highly automated tracking and communications platform. This will make the article review and approval process faster and more user-friendly for both authors and the Editorial Review Board.
Internally, we are also looking at ways that SVU and the Editorial Review Board can support, mentor, and guide young authors to successfully navigate the writing, submission, and review process to see them successfully published. We need to give our next generation the tools to succeed in the professional and advance in their careers.
As Joe also noted, we welcome your input, observations, and ideas for the JVU, which you can send to Coeditor Steven Talbot at Steve.Talbot@hsc.utah.edu, Coeditor Barton Bean at barton.bean@gmail.com, or SVU Executive Director James Wilkinson at jwilkinson@svunet.org.
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